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1  |  July Update

Thank you so much, truly, for your patience and 
forbearance during the incredibly challenging period 
through which we’ve been temporarily closed.  

From Monday July 6th we finally started the slow and 
gradual process of reopening! Initially this was with an 
intentionally limited capacity for a short, temporary period. 
Whilst beginning to see patients again, this strategy has 
allowed us to test and trial new appointment booking and 
check-in procedures, and has also enabled us to confirm that 
we’re working safely and confidently.

We’re about as ready and safe as we can be and we’re also 
slowly starting to increase our appointment capacity. We’re 
looking forward to seeing everybody again and our team 
eagerly await the opportunity to meet you all in person. 

Please read this update in full before contacting 
us however

Until Tuesday 28th July we’re prioritising emergency 
appointments and seeing more urgent cases. Less urgent 
appointments, like check-ups and hygienist appointments can 
be booked in from 28th July, as we need to clear a backlog of 
appointments first. 
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       (Continued)

Improving appointment capacity (whilst remaining safe) 
is an ongoing priority for us. In turn, we’re still slowly un-
furloughing and retraining more team members to allow our 
capacity to increase. Our overall appointment availability will 
thus slowly continue to improve up to a safe maximum, 
beginning from a few weeks’ time.

In the meantime, our dentists themselves will be assessing 
the urgency of each case and deciding who to prioritise. 
They’ll work with our reception team to try to accommodate 
everybody’s needs, so please don’t worry.

As our overall capacity will still remain generally restricted, 
we won’t easily be able to offer appointments as swiftly as 
before. There may be a short delay. Please continue to 
be patient and kind with our team, especially in the short 
term whilst our capacity continues to improve. The current 
situation is new and marginally challenging but, reassuringly, 
as mentioned above, we do expect it to improve from the end 
of July onwards.



It should be remembered that dental 
practices have always been one of the 
safest environments to be in because 
we’re a very heavily regulated industry 
(2 regulators for England). KDP has 
always strived to surpass existing 
decontamination guidelines and to offer a 
safe environment for everyone - Patients 
and Staff.   

Rest assured that since reopening of 
dentistry was announced, we’ve taken 
our time and scrutinised all of the new 
guidance (all 60+ pages). Our high 
standards have not been compromised. 
We’ve spared no expense on new PPE and 
we’ve only bought through solid reputable 
sources.

To deal with the coronavirus, we’ve 
introduced a lot of new measures, which 
were never previously required and we’ve 
also adapted our existing decontamination 
procedures. Additionally, we’ve spent 
much time retraining our existing non-
furloughed team. 
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We’ve also observed and compared the 
latest UK measures to those that have 
been implemented in other countries 
too. There is reassuringly no evidence 
worldwide of any Covid-19 transmission 
in dental practices or amongst dental care 
professionals.

We’re therefore very confident in the 
new measures introduced at KDP. We’re 
very grateful for your kind understanding 
and cooperation whilst we worked 
diligently putting everything in place in 
the background over the past 
5 weeks. 

Ongoing, all of our team will be complying 
with our updated procedures to minimise 
any risk of transmission within the 
local community. For example, this 
includes daily temperature checks, 
staggered lunchtimes and of course social 
distancing. All of our processes are being 
reviewed regularly. 

We’ve left no stone unturned in the 
pursuit of safety.
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3  |  Appointment Capacity

KDP started a slow, gradual, phased reintroduction of 
services from Monday July 6th. 
 
To allow us to test new decontamination measures and new 
booking and check-in procedures, and to also allow social 
distancing to take place easily and safely, we started off on 
July 6th with just one room/dentist in operation, seeing up to 
10 patients daily. 

In contrast, we normally operate with 4 surgeries/dental 
chairs/dentists on the main floor, with each dentist 
comfortably seeing around 25+ people throughout a normal 
day, which is 100+ people per day in total! 

We’ve assessed that for everyone’s safety, due to the layout 
of our building and corridors, our total daily capacity will 
need to be restricted to a maximum of about a 30% of normal 
capacity, until social distancing stops. Whilst 30% is clearly 
not ideal, still we clearly have the ability to improve our 
existing use of one room, whilst remaining safe. 

Therefore, within the next few weeks, we will grow capacity to 
2 dentists in attendance on the main floor, rather than 1, with 
each still seeing up to a maximum of 10 people per day. We 
also have additional surgery capacity on the first floor (used 
for our private clinic, Dental Implant clinic and Invisalign 
clinic). We’re currently working on a safe plan to partly 
utilize this room for the benefit of the main practice, up to the 
maximum safe capacity.



3  |  Appointment Capacity (Continued)

For safety, each dentist in attendance cannot see more 
than 9-10 patients daily. 

Additionally, for safety, each appointment is booked 
for a minimum limit of 30 minutes. All appointments 
are staggered and carefully managed by our new concierge 
(see 8) so that as far as possible, patients don’t arrive or 
leave simultaneously. Finally, as a further measure, we’ve 
also left some buffer time of approximately 15mins after all 
appointments to enable this to happen.

You can see that it took us a while to configure a 
workable, safe plan!

We know many of you are keen to book routine appointments, 
like hygienist and check-ups, and you may be worried about 
your teeth and gums. 

We want to work together with you all whilst we diligently 
continue to increase our capacity safely in the background. 
Please wait until July 28th before calling to book in any 
routine appointments.

We thank you in advance for your ongoing patience, 
respect, kindness, understanding and support!



Please bear with us in these initial few 
weeks after reopening, as capacity 
restrictions will clearly make the job of 
finding you an immediate appointment 
somewhat challenging. As explained, we 
expect an increase in our capacity from 
nearer the end of July.

We want to do things fairly and correctly 
for the community without compromising 
safety. Our team will always try their best 
to help everyone.

Waiting times for appointments will 
inevitably be slightly longer than usual 
whilst new industry-wide restrictions on 
how we work as well as social distancing 
remain in place. Please continue to be 
kind and patient with our wonderful 
reception team and concierge; 
everyone will be trying their best:

• Due to restricted capacity, at first we’ve 
been told to reserve/prioritise spaces for 
people in severe pain or with emergency 
dental problems, including the elderly 
and vulnerable. This preference will 
continue until  July 28th.

• Ongoing, we must also prioritise/
reserve some daily capacity to assess 
the (nearly 300) people who’ve called us 
with toothache, broken fillings, chipped 
teeth etc. since lockdown began and who 
we’ve so far only been able to advise 
remotely by telephone.

4  |  How we’re 
 Prioritising 
 Appointments



Our 4 associate dentists: Dr. Jesal 
Pankhania, Dr. Bhavin Jagatia, Dr. Leah 
Redfern and newly headhunted Dr. Aadam 
Zia, have been busy working through this 
large list of people, carefully putting the list 
into priority order starting with the most 
urgent cases and many have already been 
seen. 

If you called us during the lockdown you’ll 
already be on this list. So, unless you’re 
in pain, PLEASE await a call from us 
over the next few weeks as our reception 
team slowly get through the entire list of 
300! 

As explained, until our capacity starts 
improving, we estimate that these priority 
patients will probably take up most of 
July’s diary space.

From July 28th, as more space for 
bookings becomes available (or 
as restrictions are eased further), 
appointments will then swiftly be made 
available to other patient groups, in the 
following priority order:

• Patients who were in the middle of 
treatment plans before lockdown and 
which still require completion

• Routine check-ups and hygiene 
appointments
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So, until July 28th, adequate space for 
routine, less urgent appointments like 
check-ups or hygiene appointments is 
unlikely to be in place

‘Resetting’ our diaries

Finally, if you already had appointment/s 
booked into our diaries before the 
pandemic started, unfortunately these will 
all have to be automatically cancelled by us 
(presently all those booked up to the end of 
December). These will need to be rebooked 
to fit in with our new diary structure.

Essentially, we’ve had to completely 
‘reset’ the availability and capacity that 
we previously had, in order to cope with 
how we’re being asked to reopen after 
lockdown.

We’re keeping very detailed lists and logs 
of who we’ve had to sadly cancel since 
‘lockdown’, so please be assured nobody 
will be forgotten or left behind.
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Government advice is currently that shielding will end 
in August. 

We recommend that people in ‘high-risk’ and shielding 
groups delay non-essential dental appointments for as long as 
possible, booking for early August onwards.

If you’re in pain we will of course help, please don’t 
hesitate to call us - don’t suffer needlessly or attempt 
to resolve problems using home remedies!

If you’re in a high risk group and require any appointment, 
we’ll try to schedule this for the beginning of the day. 

Please let us know upon booking if you were/are in 
a high risk or shielding group.

5  |  Shielding and 
    High Risk Groups



6  |   Toothache? In Pain?

If you’re in pain, please call us during our usual weekday 
opening hours and we’ll continue to offer free emergency 
advice. Our team are waiting!

01926 512 747

To protect capacity whilst it remains restricted, as with GP 
surgeries, in the first instance we’re assessing all urgent 
problems such as pain, toothache, soreness, broken fillings, 
swellings etc. remotely by telephone.  There will still be a 
dedicated telephone triage dentist allocated each day (on a 
rota basis) to assist all patients by telephone.

We’re prioritising face to face emergency appointments for the 
most urgent cases (as capacity allows).  Our new diaries have 
been strategically planned to allow some daily capacity for 
this.

We can’t always guarantee an emergency appointment on the 
same day that you call us as it depends on overall demand. 
If this happens, we’ll always try our best to advise you or to 
resolve the problem remotely on the same day and then to 
book you in as soon as possible. 

The triaging dentist will decide who they feel needs to be seen 
more urgently, based upon his/her own clinical judgement.

Nevertheless, please don’t suffer needlessly or think you’re 
being a nuisance. Please don’t attempt to solve problems alone 
at home without our guidance! Remember, we’re here to serve 
you! Call us and we’ll try to help.



6  |   Toothache After Hours,   
  or on a Weekend or 
  Bank Holiday? 

  There is a regional out of hour’s emergency service

  Please call NHS Direct on 111 for advice in the 
  first instance

  If you can manage and prefer to wait however, 
  please call us as soon as we re-open again



7  |  PPE Costs 
 and Prices

There have been various reports in the 
national media and press recently that 
many dental practices in various locations 
nationwide are sadly having to pass on 
PPE costs to patients. 

Rest assured we WON’T be passing 
on PPE costs to our patients and 
we WON’T be increasing our fees to 
cover extra costs either.

NHS Dental fees are set nationally by 
the NHS each year and were due to be 
increased in April. This was delayed to 
October and we’re yet to receive further 
updates.

Conversely, we last altered our general 
Private fees in 2017. 

In return for the kind loyalty you’ve all 
shown, our private treatment fees 
will remain frozen until early 2021, 
and we’ll absorb all extra costs. 
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Upcoming Discounts and Promotions

In late August, I’m re-launching the private 
clinic in earnest with some significant 
discounts. These were also very popular at the 
start of the year. 

This will include the following:
• 25% off Invisalign Teeth Straightening

• 20% off Dental Implants
We’ve been placing dental implants, which
replace missing teeth, for well over a decade
now & we’re proud of our  99% 5 year
success rate!

• 1/3 off Premium Teeth Whitening

I’m currently booking free remote virtual 
consultations via Zoom for any of the above, 
so if you’re interested in the meantime please 
contact us .

New Website

Our main website too is being updated as 
we speak. It will be the THIRD version of 
the main KDP website since my wife and I 
arrived in Kenilworth (August 12th 2008).

We hope it will be launched by the end of 
September, so please watch out for it then 
and let us know what you think (I seem to 
have been kept very busy during lockdown!)

www.kenilworthdentalpractice.com



As mentioned, for safety, the waiting room won’t be in use and 
you’ll find the main door will be unfortunately closed. Instead 
we’ve introduced the new role of a friendly ‘patient concierge’.

She’ll liase with you by telephone before your arrival, welcome 
you safely into the practice, and complete your ‘check-in’ 
whilst performing initial screening checks (such as taking your 
temperature and offering hand sanitiser). 

She’ll ensure that you’re moving around our building safely 
until you leave. 

If you’re interested in joining us in a similar (non 
clinical) patient facing customer service role (full or 
part time) and if you have a passion for providing 
excellent service with attention to detail, then I’m 
always on the lookout for talented, limitless, exciting 
individuals who can help us grow. 

If you share this vision, please contact us to find out 
more or send along your CV to our email address.  

8  |  Concierge



Thank you for reading; I hope you found this first part 
of the July update informative. Please let us know if 

there are still any unanswered questions

Please click on the second link to access ‘Your Guide To 
Attending Appointments.’  This contains very important 
information which you need to know before booking or 

attending an appointment

The team and I look forward to welcoming you 
ALL back soon! Stay Safe

Dr Arjun Kachhala 
(Practice Owner, Private Cosmetic Dentist and Invisalign Accredited) 

(All portraits shown are of real patients treated at KDP by Dr. Arjun Kachhala) 


